
 

FC114-A Frankencreaser Digital Creasing and Numbering
Machine
[FC114-A]

 Your Price: $17,740.00
 
 Air Supply:
 Shop Air
 Compressor +$300

 
Prices and specifications are subject to change. Click the
link to view the latest information: FC114-A Frankencreaser Digital
Creasing and Numbering Machine

The FC114-A combines all the best features of the Accucreaser and Accunumber into a single machine.
It's ideal for medium to high volume shops who need to be able to process a wide variaty of stock and
who require automatic feeding.

This air fed 18" wide unit is designed to do numbering, high-quality creasing, perforating, scoring, and
optional micro-perfing, either individually or in combination. The user friendly interface makes setup
simple and easy to understand.

Features

Includes one crease bar with 2 different size grooves for thick and thin stocks.
Includes one pneumatic numbering head with 7 digits and 3 drop zeros and 4 repeats.
Additional heads available.
Includes one complete perforating assembly.
Compression creaser reliably creases digital output without cracking.
Pneumatic driven numbering heads are more reliable than solenoid electric heads.
Automatic setups with the touch of a button.
Accurate rotary actuated impact creasing.
Linear Perf/Score capabilities, including micro and laser perf.
Micro-Lateral adjustable feed rails
Sheet, batch, and total counters.
Automated distance recognition.
Has the ability to add an inline folder.
Has the ability to add an inline transport to the Countcoat UV Coater.
Comes with both standard and wide crease dies.
Simple programming allows you to number, perforate, or crease individually.
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Gothic (7) wheel reverse numbering heads offer many repeat sequences: 0,1,2,3,6 and 3 drop
zeros.
Automatic bottom feed suction with register guide.
Each numbering head can be programmed individually for multiple numbering.
Numbers virtually anywhere on a sheet, from lead edge and numbers within .01" of previous
number.
Number single sheets or crash number up to a 10 part carbonless form.
Patented self inking disposable ink cartridges. No re-inking required.
Approximately 25,000 impressions per ink cartridge.
Ink available in red or black.
Optional compressor available for shops that do not have an air supply.

Specifications

          Warranty One year warranty on electrical and
mechanical parts.

Power 115/230 V, 50/60 Hz
Compressed air also required.
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